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a. A fresh-from-the-garden bouquet of roses and ivy is easy to 
clutch with the Ivory LOMEY® Hand-Tied Bouquet Wrap’s VELCRO® 

closure keeping it securely together while providing coordinating 
texture and color.

b. Bride and groom, best man and Maid-of-Honor, and parents all 
deserve special ceremony seating. OASIS® Floral Foam Garland 

swags gracefully from chairs and keeps flowers fresh without inter-
fering with attire.

c. An enticing upgrade to brides, offer to handle placecards. 
Embelish with coordinating LOMEYTM Triple Pearl Pins, OASISTM 
Aluminum Wire and greenery for a striking presentation.

d. Brides want their guests to take notice of the special affair as 
they approach from a distance. Adding window boxes filled with 

OASIS® Floral Foam will mark a grand occasion and provide a 
coordinating backdrop for photos later in the day.

e. OASIS® Floral Foam can be cut accordingly and inserts easily 
into a sugar bowl providing quick and easy arranging in an  
unexpected vase.
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Remind your bride to consider  
flowers for her shower or brides-
maid’s luncheon in addition to 
her wedding. Creating a series 
of events that keep people in-
trigued, is important to brides, 
and they will appreciate this 
suggestion. Here, a garden 
style table top is complete 
with an English-inspired 
topiary design. 
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e.
Create a personal touch by suggesting china  
from the bride’s mother or grandmother to create 

sentimental centerpieces for a shower or luncheon. 
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http://www.marshallfloralproducts.com/LOMEY-Columns-Pedestals_c_213.html
http://www.marshallfloralproducts.com/OASIS-Floral-Foam-Spheres_c_164.html
http://www.marshallfloralproducts.com/search.asp?keyword=hand+tied+bouquet+wrap


An English Garden

a. Take a vase of colored water and mold a 
LOMEYTM Wire Collar to sit around the base. 

b. Take a second Wire Collar and mold to fit over 
the top of a vase.

c. Sew the Wire Collars together with OASISTM  
Metallic Wire.

d. Arrange flowers through the grid work the Wire 
Collar provides for a secure and sparkling arrange-
ment.

Soft, Sparkling Sophistication

a. Soak OASIS® Floral Foam and insert into the base 
of a container. Push the LOMEY® Column into the Floral 
Foam. Take a pre-soaked OASIS® Netted Sphere and 
push onto the top of the Column. The hollow column 
and the netting of the sphere work together, keeping 
the sphere at the top of the arrangement and prevent 
the sphere from sliding down the column without 
needing a stopper.

b. Cover the column with curly willow and secure  
with OASISTM Bind Wire.

c. Arrange flowers, and a small nest made of  
OASISTM Rustic Wire.

d. Finish with Floralife® Finishing Touch® Spray to  
keep arrangements fresh.
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http://www.marshallfloralproducts.com/FLORALIFE-FINISHING-TOUCH-Spray--32-oz-bottle_p_1182.html
http://www.marshallfloralproducts.com/OASIS-Rustic-Wire--available-in-3-colors_p_1067.html
http://www.marshallfloralproducts.com/LOMEY-Columns-Pedestals_c_213.html
http://www.marshallfloralproducts.com/OASIS-Floral-Foam-Spheres_c_164.html
http://www.marshallfloralproducts.com/OASIS-Bindwire--available-in-2-colors_p_1069.html
http://www.marshallfloralproducts.com/search.asp?keyword=wire+collar
http://www.marshallfloralproducts.com/OASIS-Metallic-Wire--available-in-13-colors_p_1055.html
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